
Was the information provided during the meeting helpful for you?

56 отговора

Which part of the conference did you like the most, leave a lasting
impression on you?

55 отговора

Feedback of the 7-th international web
meeting "Future of Europe-Reload"
57 отговора

Yes
No
Other

98,2%

Speeches of the Mayors
Presentation of the results of
the project “Future of Europe-
Reload”
Seminar "Green life" presented
by Vicente Cerveron Lleo, Uni…
Exchange of partner`s practices
"Green life"
Virtual Awarding of the winners
of the contest "Europe in our…

7,3%

34,5%

21,8%

32,7%



What kind of arrangement of the event do you prefer?
57 отговора

Would you participate in a similar meeting in a future?

57 отговора

Do you feel a citizen of Europe after participating in such international
meetings?

57 отговора

How would you rate the event as a whole?

Web meeting
Personal, "face to face" meeting

14%

86%

Yes
No
Maybe22,8%

73,7%

Yes
No

98,2%



55 отговора

if you like, please share your impressions of the event further ?

17 отговора

Това съдържание не е нито създадено, нито одобрено от Google. Подаване на сигнал за злоупотреба -
Условия за ползване - Декларация за поверителност

To continue the project it would be good

Exciting We were able to see your friends We discussed topics that concern us right
now

This kind of projects are very important to develop among people an honest feeling of
human condition, generosity, difference and sharing. Thank you.

It was a privilege to be part of this project, and I hope this will not be the end, but just
the begining

My compliments for N. Petrova as a project manager. I hope that in the name of a
better European perspective for all, it will be able to take a step further in the future.

It was very interesting, but nothing can substitute real events.

It was a great event, but we prefer face to face meeting.
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 Формуляри

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1siOYdvp9ElSLDlVIbdOuKQOccJFHnRW3Ibvb6eLQ4Hs/reportabuse
https://policies.google.com/terms
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms

